
 

JUSTICE -  GIFTED 
 

Wide Elegant mind that soberly gives justice-gifted 

Men exulting words from seat of Justice ; be respected 

For it needs the Court, in pleasant place be located 

It must possess broad mind, to delight the depressed 

 
Real Counsel-is daring in quest of truth under Edifice 

Embodied with law; gentleman summit under Tower 

Toil for truth without fear, in work-a-day practice- 

Suppress the false & uphold the truth in duties regular. 

 
Subject is vast, brain be sharp with talent adorned, 

Justice flows impartial like water on the holy land 

Let it flow-but the real Gem must not be drowned. 

Truth,- that chases where it sees persons good. 

 

Has our Constitution three main Organs-it it 
Legislature, Executive & the Judiciary 

Laws passed by raising hands by Legislators 

Executive carries on with work leisurely 

 

Our country peasants & men of Cities,- 
Are waiting to see the Angel of Justice 

This free Bharat henceforth to be nice- 

Give-up foreign system to find new device 

 

Knocking at the Temple doors of Justice are the helpless 

The strong never choose to tread in path circuitous 
We shall listen to Religion & laws like that of ocean waves- 

That, with truth & morality deliver free Justice. 
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